There is a large variety of binary sensors in use today, and useful context-aware services can be defined using such binary sensors. However, the currently available approaches for programming context-aware services do not conveniently support binary sensors. Indeed, no existing approach simultaneously supports a notion of state, central to binary sensors, offers a complete set of operators to compose states, allows to define reusable abstractions by means of such compositions, and implements efficient online processing of these operators. This paper proposes a new language for event processing specifically targeted to binary sensors. The central contributions of this language are a native notion of state and semi-causal operators for temporal state composition including: Allen's interval relations generalized for handling multiple intervals, and temporal filters for handling delays. Compared to other approaches such as CEP (complex event processing), our language provides less discontinued information, allows less restricted compositions, and supports reusable abstractions. We implemented an interpreter for our language and applied it to successfully rewrite a full set of real Ambient Assisted Living services. The performance of our prototype interpreter is shown to compete well with a commercial CEP engine when expressing the same services.
INTRODUCTION
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detecting possible intrusions; and more sophisticated sensors for professional markets, such as pressure switches for detecting when a certain pressure of a fluid has been reached; pressure-sensitive floors for locating persons in indoor areas, etc. Other commonly used binary sensors are software sensors such as: connectivity sensors associated to any wireless device; at-home detectors based on a conjunction of several physical sensors, and so on. Moreover, various objects within a building are being instrumented with binary sensors, such as connected locks for signalling and changing the lock status of doors; smart switches to detect when a light or appliance is on; and so on. Even non-binary sensors such as connected plugs (signalling the electric power delivered by the plug) are frequently used in fact as binary sensors: the corresponding appliance (coffeemaker, cooker, etc.) being used or not used.
Given this wide range of binary sensors, it is no surprise that useful applications are being developed using exclusively or mostly binary sensors in several domains, including smart home services [15] and automated control in plants [41] . Specific research has been focused, for instance, on uses of binary sensors for object tracking [8] , activity recognition [33, 36] , or simultaneous tracking and activity recognition [42] . Such works frequently mention advantages of binary sensors such as cheap cost, low intrusiveness, and easy installation, and claim that these advantages also facilitate user acceptance.
In spite of this widespread use of binary sensors, there is no programming model specifically supporting such sensors. Nevertheless, binary sensors do have a key characteristics that unifies them and takes them apart from sensors in general: their indissociable notion of state. Indeed, most binary sensors we studied produce a value only when there is a significant change in the monitored environment parameter. Given that there are only two possible values (noted 0 and 1), a significant change means only switching from 0 to 1 or vice versa. As sensors usually report such switches in a timely manner, one can usually assume that the current value of the monitored parameter is the last measured value, as long as no new value has been reported. For instance, a contact sensor attached to a door signals a value when the door is open or closed (e.g., values of 1 and 0, respectively). When no value is produced the current state of the door can be assumed to be the last state reported. Similarly, a motion sensor produces a value of 1 when motion is detected in the monitored area, and 0 when no motion is detected anymore after some small delay. Even though this delay can usually be configured, it is usually set so as to give a timely view of the environment, where the notion of "timely" may vary according to application needs. Thus, once the motion sensor is configured correctly, applications may generally assume that the current value of the motion parameter is the last value produced, until they are notified about a change by an opposite value. Similar examples could be formulated for all kinds of binary sensors.
These requirements of supporting states and related notions such as current state or state combining operators are thus specific to applications over binary sensors. However, they only add to other key requirements associated to applications over sensors in general, such as the need for online processing of sensor data, and the support of effective code reuse. Indeed, online processing of the continuous streaming data, while it is delivered, is crucial for instance in IoT applications, due to the volume of data [34] , and for the timely recognition of human activities, which is essential in many ubiquitous applications interacting with users [29] . On the other hand, code reuse is a desirable feature in general software engineering, but its need is exacerbated in domains where a large variety of similar services have to be developed. This is the case indeed in domains such as smart homes and ambient assisted living, where service logic customization, to a large number of user and home configurations, is a key requirement for achieving user acceptance [16] . This paper starts by reviewing a number of available approaches for developing ubiquitous services based on sensors. We focus here only on the context detection component of such services, which detects situations of interest in the environment. The action component of the services, which consists of reacting appropriately at such situations, is out of the scope of this paper, and can be considered in most cases as orthogonal to the detection component. When reviewing available approaches, we thus evaluate their support for developing the context detection logic, and we show that they have important limitations when applied to binary sensors. Namely, no existing approach simultaneously addresses the notion of state, provides a comprehensive set of operators for combining states from different sensors, computes these operators online on streams of upcoming data coming from sensors, keeps applications informed in a timely manner about the current value of (possibly combined) states, and provides mechanisms for creating reusable abstractions for state combination.
Outline of Our Proposal: a DSL for Online State Processing
To overcome these limitations, we present a new approach to developing ubiquitous applications based on binary sensors, supported by a domain-specific language (DSL) for online state processing. This language offers a native notion of state by modeling both physical and software sensors as boolean function of time, or equivalently, as series of time intervals. It provides a comprehensive set of operators for combining states, including the full set of Allen's time interval relations [4] , complemented by operators for expressing durations, and extensible with first-class user-defined abstractions for combining states. All these operators are computed online on streams of sensor events.
The key enabling feature of our approach is that we admit non-causal functions as the semantics of some state operators. Indeed, many state operators could not be naturally modeled as boolean functions over time if only causal functions were considered, i.e., whose value at a given time depends only on present and past values of its argument(s).
For instance, let us consider an application that delivers notifications to the user of a smart home only when the user is surely not sleeping, based on a sensor indicating presence in the bedroom. Let us assume that the sleeping situation is defined as the user being present in the bedroom for more than one hour. This application should bufferize notifications whenever the user is sleeping (i.e. is in the bedroom since more than one hour) or may be sleeping (i.e., is in the bedroom since less than one hour). Figure 1 illustrates how our language allows to define the sleep state during which notifications should be bufferized. The presence in the bedroom indicated by a motion sensor B is first filtered using the expression 'B≥1h'. Note that some periods of this boolean function are represented as dotted lines. During these periods, the value of the function is not known in real time, because the function is non-causal, that is, it depends on a future event: whether state of B lasts for more than 1 hour or not. In the meantime, the function is blocked waiting the next event in stream B. When this happens, the value of this function becomes known and the function can catch up real time, represented as a solid line. The boolean negation of this function gives the moments when notifications may be delivered to the user: these are the moments when its value is 1 figured as a solid line. In all the other moments, notifications should be bufferized.
Let us furthermore assume that phone calls from the caregiver are to be muted and redirected to an answering machine whenever the user is surely sleeping. No new logic has to be developed to detect this situation, as it corresponds to the periods when the preceding signal is 0 figured as a solid line (or, equivalently, its non-negated form is 1 figured as a solid line).
Thus, modeling operators as possibly non causal boolean functions allows to provide real-time information to applications whenever possible, and to apply standard boolean operators such as negation, in a very natural way. The details of managing periods of incertitude at different levels of a composed situation are transparently handled by the language interpreter by blocking and unblocking function evaluation according to the stream of upcoming values coming from the sensors. For comparison, the same sleep situations expressed as a complex event in a CEP language would provide the more discontinued information shown at the bottom of Figure 1 . Thus, the absence of the Sleep complex event may mean either than the user is surely not sleeping (i.e. absent from the bedroom) or maybe sleeping (i.e. in the bedroom since less than one hour). To distinguish between these situations and to implement a similar behavior in CEP, two more events have to be defined: MaySleep, when the user enters the bedroom, and NotSleep, when the user leaves the bedroom. Furthermore, these three related events must be combined in two distinct ways for bufferizing notifications (between MaySleep and NotSleep), and muting phone calls from the caregiver (between Sleep and NotSleep). In real cases, more complex than this simple example, defining the three related events and the two combining logics would favor code duplication, with adverse effects on productivity and maintenance. In constrast, in our DSL the two logics are expressed uniformly in terms of a single Sleep signal, offering less discontinued information; this avoids code duplication and simplifies development.
Challenges Faced by Our DSL
Generally speaking, a domain-specific language aims at simplifying the development in a given domain, by enabling a concise, higher-level, specialized discourse, compared to a general programming language (GPL). Stemming from this main differences with respect to GPLs, there are three important challenges a DSL is facing. The first challenge is that of expressiveness. This does not require being able to express more programs than a GPL (which by definition can express any program). Rather, it requires covering a significant part of the addressed domain, avoiding over-restriction of the discourse. The second challenge is that of implementation efficiency, which requires that the higher abstraction level should not incur excessive resource consumption with respect to established solutions, to the point of limiting its practical application. Thereby, the focus of this challenge is not on measuring detailed performance figures, but rather on assessing the overall computing power needed to support the approach. This assessment is especially relevant in the target domain of pervasive computing, where solutions are desirable that apply to a large spectrum of computing environments, including those with scarce resources, towards the edge of the cloud. The third challenge is that of conciseness: a DSL must be concise in solving problems representative for its domain, when compared to other established solutions.
For validating our DSL against these challenges, we implemented our approach in the form of an interpreter for our language, and apply it for expressing a set of 53 real Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) services, thus demonstrating the expressiveness of our language. By comparing our approach to an established approach for developing AAL services, namely Complex Event Processing (CEP) [13] , we show that our interpreter performs efficiently in both processing time and memory consumption, and exposes to applications less discontinuous information about current states. Furthermore, we assess the conciseness of our approach by comparing the form of these AAL services in the two approaches (DSL and CEP), both qualitatively in terms of abstraction level and reuse, and quantitatively in terms of code size.
Thus, in accordance with the prevalent practice in the research on textual DSLs [27] , we use empirical validation of our implemented approach along the mentioned challenges, on a representative set of domain problems. Empirical evaluation of the approach (e.g., involving a user study) is left for future work.
Contributions
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a new approach for computing context information from boolean sensors, based on the concept of online state processing, supported by a domain-specific language.
• We demonstrate through examples some of its advantages when compared to other approaches, such as less discontinuous results, less restricted compositions, intuitive semantics, powerful abstraction mechanisms, and clean handling of simultaneity.
• We validate our language by using it to redefine a full set of real AAL services.
• We present a prototype implementation of this language, and show that it exhibits competitive efficiency, in terms of both CPU and memory consumption, when compared to the Esper CEP.
After reviewing related work in Section 2, we first present some background knowledge about AAL in Section 3 before introducing our language for online state processing in Section 4, and its implementation and validation in Sections 5 and 6.
RELATED WORK
We first discuss here the Allen time interval relations, and their possible use for expressing temporal relations between sensor states; we specially focus on its applications to events or streams of events. Then, we review some common approaches for building ubiquitous applications based on events coming from sensors.
Allen Algebra for Event Handling
The relations between time intervals have been studied long time ago by Allen [4] , who defined all the 13 possible, mutually exclusive, relations between two finite intervals I 1 = [t s 1 , t e 1 ) and I 2 = [t s 2 , t e 2 ), as shown in Figure 2 . For example, 'I 1 Overlaps I 2 ' means that I 1 ∩ I 2 ∅ ∧ t s 1 < t s 2 ∧ t e 1 < t e 2 . Note that the relations 'Starts'/'Started by', 'Ends'/'Ended by', 'Equals', and 'Meets'/'Met by' require simultaneity between several events. For example, 'I 1 Meets I 2 ' means that I 1 ends exactly when I 2 starts, that is,
. Note also that all relations except 'Equals' are grouped in pairs in the figure, that are the inverse of each other. For example, I 1 During I 2 ⇔ I 2 Contains I 1 . The 13 Allen relations cannot directly be used between sensors, because a sensor may switch its state several times, thus generating several time intervals when its current value is 1. Thus, Allen relations have to be generalized to work on two series of time intervals, instead of just two intervals, before using them for binary sensors.
In fact, the Allen relations have been generalized in the past to deal with series of non-overlapping intervals, also called non-convex intervals. The seminal work of Ligozat [31] resulted in a great number of relations between such intervals (exponentially many in the number of basic intervals). For practical reasons, a smaller set of relations called Allen* [19] has been defined later to cover only 14 relations of practical interest, that roughly correspond to the 13 Allen relations, as follows. If R is an Allen relation, then R* is the relation between two series of intervals I and J defined as:
Relations in Allen* have been designed to compare periodic events, that is to answer questions such as "is my weekly schedule fully compatible with the schedule of a given recurrent activity?". For pervasive applications, it is not informative enough to ask "does a person always have breakfast after getting up?", because the corresponding answer is a boolean value for a whole smart home log. Rather, it is much more informative to ask "which days does a person have breakfast after getting up?", whose answer is a boolean function over the log period. Furthermore, this work does not consider evaluating these relations on streaming data, which is crucial for applications deployed in a smart home, reacting to detected situations. The evaluation of such queries is vastly different in an offline setting (on a complete log) vs online (on streaming data).
It has been shown [35] that when considering a discrete time domain, the Allen interval relations can be encoded in the linear temporal logic LTL. In fact, a subset LTL □ containing only the operators (eventually) and □ (always), which are in fact reducible to each other, is sufficient. This encoding allows to reuse the many formal tools developed for LTL to expressions containing Allen and boolean operators. Unfortunately, their LTL encoding of Allen relations only works for relations between two intervals, as in the Allen logic, and not for series of non-overlapping intervals, as in our sensor states. Therefore, we have to design Allen-based operators that work on series of intervals, and to implement a special evaluation strategy that computes the value of these semi-causal operators as soon as possible on online streams of events.
Event Handing Languages and Models
CEP. Complex Event Processing (CEP) [13] is an established computing paradigm that was specifically designed for processing online streams of events, and which allows defining layers of increasingly complex event patterns out of elementary events. The CEP paradigm and its associated languages have been naturally applied since more than one decade to process data flows coming from sensors, and recently there is a growing number of CEP applications targeting sensors in the IoT and ubiquitous computing domains [14] .
According to this trend, it may seem that CEP languages are the perfect match for expressing the context detection logic using sensors. In fact, when applied to binary sensors, CEP languages have the following important limitations:
No native notion of state: In CEP, binary state information must be encoded as a sequence comprising the starting and ending events of the interaction and other events, e.g., "door-is-open, followed by some-eventof-interest before door-is-closed or door-is-open" 1 . When several interactions must be combined (e.g. a door being open and nobody there for a while), this tends to produce complex formulas which are tedious to code and error-prone. Thus, a native notion of state is generally lacking in CEP languages. Discontinued information: Complex events provide information only when they are completed. Thus, absence of a complex event may either correspond to the event being incompletely produced or definitely not started (e.g., the Sleep event in Figure 1 ). This kind of discontinued information is not sufficient, for instance, to an AAL notification service bufferizing alerts when the user is sleeping or may be sleeping, as discussed in the introduction; it requires duplicating the complex event to a family of related events. Limited abstraction mechanisms: CEP is all about defining more complex events in terms of simpler events. It is indeed easy to define layers of abstraction by defining increasingly complex events as CEP formulas involving atomic and other complex events. However, most CEP languages offer a fixed set of composition operators, and it is usually not possible to easily add new operators, nor treat operators as first-class objects, for instance by passing them as parameters to other operators, much the same way as user-defined functions in general programming languages. This prevents defining a whole spectrum of useful reusable abstractions, which can be instantiated many times. Among others, it is usually not possible to define a new binary operator and apply it to N events by passing it as parameter to a 'reduce' operator.
Interval-based CEP. The importance of events lasting a certain time has been recognized in certain CEP languages that adopt an interval-based semantics [2] . However, only complex events may have a duration, not atomic events. The goal is to avoid some paradoxes related to the classical, time-point semantics, of complex events. For instance, in the time-point semantics of classic CEP languages, a sequence pattern 'A followed by (B followed by C)' may counter-intuitively match the sequence of events 'B, A, C', because the complex event 'B followed by C' is timestamped with the time of its last event, C, which follows the event A. Interval-based CEP languages (IB-CEP, for short) avoid this paradox by associating the complex event 'B followed by C' with the whole time interval from B to C. This also allows to use in some IB-CEP languages Allen's relations between time intervals, such as before, during, or overlaps to correlate complex events [2, 5, 12, 30] . Nevertheless, states in IB-CEP are not native and must be expressed as complex events, which leads to the same complex formulas as in classic CEP, when expressing combinations of states.
End-user event programming. A native notion of state in event programming has been investigated more recently in the End-User Programming (EUP) research community. The classic IFTTT (If This Then That) language [40] allows end users to express services (including for a smart home) in the form of triggers and actions, where triggers only refer to events. In particular, triggers mentioning a state such as 'the light is on' refer in fact to the events of state changes, e.g., 'the light gets turned on'. A user study [24] evidenced the fact that specifying services in IFTTT is difficult because the notions of event and state are frequently confused by end users. This study recommends some guidelines for future EUP languages for smart homes. Taking that work into account, an extension of IFTTT called AppsGate has been recently proposed [11] , in which distinct conditional constructs refer to instantaneous events (e.g., as-soon-as, each-time) and to states lasting over a time interval (e.g., if, while). However, conditions must refer to a single event and a single state respectively, which prevents combining events or states between them and with each other. Very recently, the CCBL visual language has been proposed [38] which allows to express triggers combining several states. Combinations are done by graphically nesting state conditions, which is roughly equivalent to using boolean operators And, Or, and Not between states. There are no other operators combining states. An extension of CCBL [39] adds a few operators named after some Allen relations: During, Starts, Ends, and After. However, their semantics is always causal, and it does not exactly correspond to the semantics of Allen relations bearing the same names. Furthermore, other Allen relations such that 'Overlaps/Overlapped by' are not covered by CCBL, precisely because they are only known a posteriori.
Automata. Automata are also frequently used for describing systems reacting to events, possibly coming from sensors. A commonly used language for describing automata is the StateCharts visual language and associated tools [23] , allowing to describe hierarchical finite state machines. Temporal delays are not natively handled, and must be implemented using events from external timers. Timed automata [6] add a native expression of temporal delays, and allow to formally check timing properties such as reachability in presence of time constraints.
However, combining conditions about several states in a predictable way involves producing the cross product of several automata, each expressing the state of one sensor. This operation may lead to automata of size exponential in the number of sensors, which may quickly lead to state explosion.
Besides that, although Allen relations and temporal operators can be modelled using automata, these visual languages usually do not offer powerful mechanisms of reusable abstraction, beyond copy and paste. Therefore, the sequence and timing constraints corresponding to an operator have to be repeatedly coded into automata, with the associated risk of introducing subtle variations in behavior or bugs. Indeed, user experiments [38] have shown that users, including programmers, often forget to consider all the possible transitions when defining automata for relatively simple smart home services.
Synchronous languages. Synchronous languages such as Esterel [20] propose a textual notation for a higher-level encoding of automata, to describe applications reacting to events, modeled as signals over time. Esterel includes both pure signals, that are not valued, so they can only be tested for presence or absence, and typed signals, that may have boolean values. Esterel constitutes a domain-specific, imperative programming language for computing over signals, including an abstraction mechanism called modules, similar to user-defined procedures in general programming languages. Beyond such powerful abstractions, the strength of synchronous languages is that their domain-specific nature enables ensuring strong guarantees about the correctness and real-time behaviour of the programs, including a clean and predictable handling of simultaneity between events. Esterel programs are compiled into automata, and suffer from the space explosion problem mentioned above. Some smart optimizations performed by the compiler can alleviate, but not solve this problem. There are also a number of issues for handling delays in Esterel [7] , which are crucial for implementing temporal operators. Most importantly, synchronous languages allow to encode in a reusable way event-based logic provided that it is reactive, that is, expressed in a causal way. It is an interesting question whether and how non causal operators such as the ones considered here (Allen relations and temporal operators) could be encoded in a synchronous language such as Esterel.
In general, the definition of various operators as non strictly causal distinguishes our approach from most of the event handling languages discussed above, including CEP, EUP, automata-based, and synchronous languages.
Pervasive Middleware and Tools
A recent survey of the state of the art in developing context-aware systems [3] discusses several development methodologies, supporting various phases in the development lifecycle of a pervasive application, including design, implementation, and maintenance. Programming paradigms are discussed in relation to the implementation phase. They mostly concern extensions of general programming languages for handling context-sensitive behavior to a program, in the form of aspects in Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) or of features in Software Product Lines (SPL). The only kind of domain-specific language for context detection logic covered by the survey is trigger-action programming such as IFTTT, discussed above. Other covered domain-specific languages such as DiaSuite only concern the design phase. Middleware for pervasive systems and more specifically the Internet of Things are discussed in some depth in another survey [34] . They present middleware as reusable solutions to frequently encountered problems like heterogeneity, inter-operability, security, dependability, and sometimes, event management. Thus, one goal of middleware is to provide a set of programming abstractions to help software developers by abstracting them from low-level aspects. However, the logic of context detection still has to be coded in a general programming language, with no specific support for expressing states, their temporal relationships, and computing such relationships online on streams of events.
CASE STUDY
Before presenting our solution, we briefly describe in this section the real size case study in the AAL domain that we have chosen for validating our approach. The case study involves expressing in our language the full set of AAL services in an interdisciplinary project called HomeAssist aiming to assess the benefits of pervasive technology and assistive applications for prolonging aging in place [10] . The project started with a humancentered, participative design of a set of useful assistive services for seniors [16] . The specific needs of seniors living alone were gathered by experts in aging and ergonomics from seniors and their caregivers, including both family and professional caregivers. The resulting needs concerned three key domains: everyday functioning, security, and social link. Correspondingly, a set of assistive services was defined to monitor activities of daily living (ADL), alert about security situations, and facilitate social interactions to prevent isolation. These services were implemented using AAL technology, using a minimal set of commercially available wireless sensors, placed at strategic locations in the home. In accordance to the requirements expressed by users, no cameras were included. Rather, the only sensors deployed were motion sensors signalling presence or absence in the covered area, contact sensors signalling door or drawer openings and closings, and smart plugs, measuring the power in Watts delivered by the plug, upon change. The set of wireless sensors were connected to a Vera smart home box situated in each apartment and centralizing all sensor events. An Android tablet completes this home equipment, placed at a fixed location in the home, always plugged in, and used for user interaction, mainly by delivering notifications and receiving user acknowledgements, or responses when applicable. The Vera boxes of each home are connected to the Internet, which allows assistive applications to run on a remote server. A special-purpose application store was populated with a catalog of assistive services implemented in Java, ready to be installed in each home, according to the needs of each participant.
This platform was deployed during a first field study in 17 homes of seniors living alone, aged 82 on average, during 6 months. The study showed significant improvements of users' daily autonomy, self-regulation, and empowerment [17] with respect to a control group. Following these encouraging results, a wider deployment is currently ongoing, involving 129 seniors living alone, for at least 12 months. Their homes span a wide range of configurations, from small apartments to houses with several floors. The number of sensors deployed in a home varies according to its configuration, but includes for the least the following sensors :
• Contact sensors for the entrance door, the fridge, and a cupboard in the kitchen.
• Motion sensors for the bedroom, kitchen, living room, bathroom, toilets, and the entrance hall. For small homes, these sensors cover only parts of multi-purpose rooms.
• Smart plugs corresponding to the appliances being used for meal preparation, such as coffeemaker or microwave.
These sensors are used as binary sensors. Thus, contact sensors signal a value of 1 on opening and 0 on closing; motion detectors signal a value of 1 when a motion begins, and 0 when motion stops (typically, after a timeout, e.g., 30 seconds). Smart plugs are abstracted as binary values: a value of 1 when the corresponding appliance is used, i.e., when the power exceeds a threshold, and 0 when it is not used. The threshold is a constant dependent on the appliance (for the appliances we handled, a threshold of 20W was appropriate). Similarly, battery levels are considered as almost discharged, signalled by a 0, when their charge level is inferior to some threshold (20% in our case).
The set of services deployed on the HomeAssist platform comprises 53 AAL services. These include:
• Daily activity recognizers, for the following ADLs: wakeup and go-to-bed routines; and meal preparation (breakfast, lunch, and dinner). For instance, the wakeup routine consists in detecting, during a morning time slot, a disappearance in the bedroom shortly followed by an appearance in the kitchen. Similarly, breakfast involves detecting, during a given time slot, two customizable events, such as starting the coffeemaker and accessing the cupboard.
• Security situations monitors, detecting from simply undesired up to critical situations, such as: forgetting the fridge door open; leaving the entrance door open and unattended for some time; abnormal situations like a long period of inactivity in a frequently used room; and night wandering (leaving the entrance door open for some time during the night).
• Infrastructure monitoring services, such as: detecting incompatible sensor events like opening the cupboard while not being present in the kitchen; detecting devices failing to communicate, either at some time point or during a certain time; and signalling devices whose battery is almost discharged. Indeed, such technical AAL services are strictly necessary for a deployment of this scale, comprising a total of more than thousand sensors and lasting for one year or more.
A LANGUAGE FOR ONLINE STATE PROCESSING
Let us consider the class of context-aware applications over binary sensors. Each binary sensor provides a stream of binary values in B = {0, 1}. These values are timestamped, for example by the smart home box when the event is received from the sensor. Events are considered simultaneous when they wear the same timestamp. We consider the domain of natural numbers for timestamps N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Sensors usually produce events only when the value changes, e.g, when a door is open or closed. Thus, we can consider that the current value of each sensor at time t is the last value produced by it. We further assume that the initial value of each sensor, at time 0, is known. In practice, some sensors may occasionally repeat a value due to packet losses and retransmissions, but these can be filtered out at a lower level. Therefore, at any time t, the log of a sensor s can be modeled as a sequence of values s (t i ) = v i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, where t 0 = 0 < ... < t i < t i+1 ... < t n ≤ t and v i+1 = ¬v i for 0 ≤ i < n. This log may be modeled by a boolean function over time
Note that the intervals [t i , t i+1 ) are closed on the left and open on the right, meaning that when a new value is produced, this value replaces the old value of the function. At time t, either t n = t, so the new value v n has just been produced, or t n < t, implying that no new value has been produced during [t n , t], so the value at t is still the last value v n . We will call a signal such a boolean function over time, and note it using letters p, q, r , and s, sometimes indexed by their domain, e.g., s [0,t ] Our language for online state processing aims at expressing conditions about sensors, and uses signals for that. Thus, primitive signals are the values of sensors, as shown above. More complex signals are defined by applying operators on other signals.
Boolean Operators
The most straightforward operators are the boolean connectors 'and', 'or', and 'not', defined as the point-wise application of the standard boolean connectors at every time point of the signals used as arguments. Thus, 'not' is a unary operator that takes a signal p [0,t ] and produces a signal (¬p) [0,t ] negating all its values: 
It is often useful in practice to consider, for a signal p, the time intervals where p(t ′
Allen-based Operators
In many cases, it is necessary to express conditions involving temporal relations between states, such as 'fridge is open during absence in the kitchen', which detects an incoherence between two sensors. The 13 Allen relations exhaustively express such conditions between two time intervals (see Figure 2) .
However, to cope with the fact that the last state of a signal may be infinitely long (e.g., a door may remain indefinitely open), we extend Allen's relations with the following cases of infinite intervals (and their reverse relationships) which can be decided in finite time:
Moreover, Allen's relations cannot be directly used between two signals, because these latter contain multiple time intervals (also named states). Rather, inspired from each Allen's relation R(I 1 , I 2 ), working on two intervals, we propose to define an operator r (p, q) in our DSL, working on two signals, seen as series of intervals, that detect occurrences of the relationship R in the argument signals, as follows.
Essentially, operators applied to signals p and q select all the states in p that are in the corresponding Allen relationship with some state in q. For example:
• durinд(p, q) = {I 1 ∈ p | ∃I 2 ∈ q . I 1 During I 2 }: selects all states in p strictly contained in some state of q • started (p, q) = {I 1 ∈ p | ∃I 2 ∈ q . I 1 Started by I 2 }: selects all states in p started by some state of q
We use lower case letters for our operators to distinguish them from the corresponding Allen relations, which are capitalized, and we omit the word 'by' for inverse relations. See Figures 4 and 5 for examples of the operators. However, the Allen relations 'Before/After' have no useful meaning on signals. Indeed, selecting the states in p before some state in q means selecting virtually every state in p. Thus, they will be omitted in the following.
Note that, contrary to the original Allen relations, durinд(p, q) and contains (q, p) are not the same, the former using a condition ∀p∃q while the latter uses a condition ∀q∃p. Indeed, all 4 dual combinations between during/contains and (p, q)/(q, p) are different and meaningful. time t ′ > 4: if p becomes 0 first (see Figure 4 , top left), during(p,q)(2)=1 because the state in p starting at 2 is strictly contained in the state of q starting at 1, whenever it may end; on the contrary, if q becomes 0 first (see Figure 4 , top middle) or p and q become both 0 at the same time (see Figure 4 , top right), then during(p,q)(2)=0. Thus, the during operator may be computed in this case with a delay of one event with respect to the domains of its arguments. We say that an operator is causal if its value never depends on future events of its arguments, i.e. its value at any time t only depends on events happening at times t ′ ≤ t [25] . We say that an operator is semi-causal of order N if computing its value depends on at most N events in the future of its argument signals.
It may be shown that operator during is semi-causal of order 1. However, 1 is only the worst possible delay for this operator. For instance, in the same case in Figure 3 , the value of signal during(p,q) is known to be 0 at times 0 and 1, independently of any future events. Indeed, during(p,q)(1) is known to be 0 at time 1 (so with no delay) because during selects some states of p, and there is no state of p including time 1. Thus, an implementation of our language can compute operator during with a delay of 1 event, but it can also optimize many cases to compute it with no delay. We will see in Section 5 that our implementation performs such optimizations whenever possible.
Interestingly, the Allen-based operators defined above have different causality orders. These can be found by studying the worst cases of delay for each operator, illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 . Thus, it can be shown that:
• The only causal Allen-based operator is operator 'met(p,q)' (not shown in the figures). Indeed, the value of this operator becomes 1 only when at the same time p becomes 1 and q becomes 0, so that a state of q ends exactly when a state of p begins. The value stays 1 until p becomes 0 again. Thus, the value of operator met only depends on past and present events.
• Operators during, overlapped, ends, starts, started, and equals are all semi-causal of order 1. Their worst cases are shown in Figure 4 . The period when the value of these operators is unknown is shown as a dashed line. As can be seen, these periods span only one event of the arguments. For instance, the value of during(p,q)(2) depends on which of p and q falls to 0 first: if p falls first, during(p,q)(2) is 1; else, it is 0.
• Operator 'contains(p,q)' is semi-causal of order 3. Indeed, its worst cases are shown in Figure 5 (top). As can be seen, the period of incertitude is ended at the latest when the state of p ends, or as soon as a (first) state of q is strictly included in the current state of p.
• Operators overlaps, ended, and meets are semi-causal of order N, with N unbound. Indeed, their worst cases, shown in Figure 5 (middle and bottom), contain periods of incertitude spanning an unbounded number of events of signal q, and at most one event of signal p.
Quantified
Allen-based Operators. The Allen interval logic itself has been complemented in the past [21] for practical reasons with two other operators, testing whether a time-dependent proposition P holds all the time, respectively some time, during interval I : 'Holds(P,I) ⇔ ∀t ∈ I . P (t )' and 'Occurs(P,I) ⇔ ∃t ∈ I . P (t )'. As 5 . Semi-causal Allen-based operators of orders greater than 1.
time-dependent propositions directly correspond to our signals, it is most natural to define similar operators in our language. Actually, we added three related operators:
The first two operators select the states in q where p holds all the time, respectively occurs at least once. Operator occurred(p,q) is a stricter version of occurs(p,q), in the sense that occurred(p,q)(t)=1 → occurs(p,q)(t)=1, which selects only the ending sub-intervals of occurs(p,q) when p has already occurred. Thus, this operator provides some extra online information to applications, signalling moments when p happens for the first time in a state q. It can be shown that holds and occurs are semi-causal of order 1, and occurred is causal.
Parameterized Operators
The arity of an operator is the number of signals it takes as arguments. All the above operators are binary, except negation, which is a unary operator. In our language, operators can take not only signals as arguments, but also other parameters, valued as integer constants.
Temporal Operators.
Parameterized operators are useful for instance to provide upper or lower bounds for temporal constraints. For instance, the following unary temporal operators are parameterized by a delay T > 0:
, t e ) ∈ s} Operators 'ge' and 'le' (read as "greater/less or equal") select from a signal the states that are longer, respectively shorter than the given delay. Operator 'geRT' is a 'runtime' version of 'ge' selecting the same states, but shortened to exactly T . This operator provides as additional information the moments when the delay T has been exceeded. This information is useful for timely triggering alerts. For example the expression geRT<5 min>(Door) switches value from 1 to 0 every time the door has been left open for more than 5 minutes, as soon as this is detected, without waiting for the door to be closed.
Operator 'delay' simply delays a signal by T . Ironically, delay can be computed with no delay, i.e. it is causal, because it only depends on past events of the given signal. All the other temporal operators above are semi-causal of order 1. Indeed, the question to ask at the beginning of each state of s is whether the next event in s (which always is falling back to 0) happens before or after time T . This question can be decided either when this event happens before T , or at time T otherwise. Thus, the computing delay for these operators is not only bounded by 1 event, but also by time T .
Nullary
Operators. Parameters are also useful for nullary operators, that is, taking no signal as arguments. In particular, AAL services for checking daily activities commonly use a time slot that is the same every day. Such a slot can be defined by a nullary operator generating a periodic wave signal.
•
The produced signal is 0 until T s , then loops by staying 1 during T 1 , and 0 during T 0 . Thus, a daily wakeup slot between 7AM and 9AM can be defined as wave(7AM, 2h, 22h). Obviously, the 'wave' operator is causal, as it does not depend on any input event.
User-defined Operators
Our language allows users to define new operators by composition of predefined or other user-defined operators, using the 'sub' keyword. This allows new abstractions to be defined and organized into abstraction layers, much the same way as procedures (also known as subroutines) allow this in programming languages.
For example, a very useful abstraction is one that allows to derive events from states, namely the beginning or ending of the state. Here are user-defined operators for that:
• sub up(s) = s ∧ ¬delay<1>(s)
• sub dn(s) = up(¬s)
Operator 'up' selects the first tick of each state in s, which are the only moments where the signal is 1 but its copy delayed by 1 tick is still 0. Thus, it signals "up fronts" of a signal. Operator 'dn' indicates "down fronts" of a signal, which are exactly the up fronts of its negation. As can be seen, events are not a native notion in our language, where sensors always provide state signals. However, events can be easily derived from states as user-defined abstractions. This is the dual of CEP languages, that on the contrary, define events as native data, and where states must be defined by aggregating events.
Like native operators, user-defined operators may also be parameterized. Here are some examples:
Operator 'cut' selects all the states in the given signal, shortened to T if longer. Operator 'sustain' extends all states in the given signal p by T . It does this by adding states of ¬p, cut to T . The 'met' operator is needed only to drop an eventual state of ¬p starting at t = 0, by ensuring that these state extensions are met by a previous state of p. Note that 'sustain' collapses states distanced by less than time T .
First-Class Operators
Operators are first-class objects in our language. This means that they can be constructed on the fly and passed as arguments to higher-order operators such as 'map' or 'reduce'. For example:
• sub either(@lst) = reduce(sub(p,q) p ∨ q, @lst)
Operator 'either' defines an n-ary 'or', operating on a list of signals. List variables are prefixed by the character '@'. It passes an anonymous user-defined operator to the predefined 'reduce' operator, that folds a binary operator over a list of arguments. Operator 'either_up' detects any up front in a list of signals, using the n-ary or defined above, and the predefined 'map' operator, which applies an operator to each element in a list of signals. Operator 'either_dn' is similar. For instance, assuming predefined list variables for a home giving the list of different sensors, e.g., @Any_Comm-failure with the list of all sensors signalling wireless communication faults (there is one such sensor for each wireless sensor), and @Any_Batterylevel with the list of all sensors signalling battery levels (there is one such sensor for each battery-powered sensor), it is easy to watch for any up front of any sensor of a certain kind, for instance either_up(@Any_Commfailure).
Local Variables
Sometimes a sub-expression is repeated several times within a bigger expression, but it is not general enough for constituting a user-defined abstraction. In this case, a local variable can be used in our language to avoid repeatedly computing this sub-expression. For example:
• let slot = wave<7AM,2h,22h> in occurred(up(Cupboard), slot) ∧ occurred(up(Coffeemaker), slot)
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a prototype interpreter of our language for online state processing. The interpreter takes two arguments: a DSL expression and a log file (in JSON format), and outputs the signal computed for the expression over the log, that is, the list of time points when the signal switches from 0 to 1 and vice versa. The implementation is written in Perl and consists of about 4000 lines of code. It implements the language as a DSL deeply embedded [22] in Perl. This means that the abstract syntax of DSL expressions is represented as a data structure of the host language (that is, Perl), and there are functions for compiling this abstract syntax to an internal representation, for transforming this representation, and for interpreting it over a log to produce the results. Depending on the expression, the main interpreting function calls specific functions implementing the semantics of every predefined operator. User-defined abstractions are encoded as code generators, i.e., Perl functions returning DSL abstract syntax. Thus, user-defined abstractions are first expanded to code containing only predefined operators, before the expression is evaluated. For instance, the expression: occurred(up(Coffeemaker), ¬Kitchen) is represented in abstract syntax as a nested array:
The first element in each array is the function implementing the corresponding operator (e.g., occurred) on the subsequent elements. The user-defined abstraction 'up' is implemented as a user-defined Perl function returning DSL abstract syntax (it may be thought of as a macro), defined as follows:
Note that parameterized operators are implemented as higher-order functions, which return functions, such as the call to '&delay(1)' above. Thus, the technique of DSL deep embedding allows using the full power of the host language for implementing advanced code generation mechanisms. In particular, anonymous user abstractions are first-class objects because they are directly represented as Perl anonymous subroutines, the encoding being straightforward.
Online State Processing
As already mentioned in Section 4.2.1, some operators are causal, so they can be computed with no delay because they depend only on present or past events, while other operators are semi-causal of order N, so they are computed with a delay of at most N events, as they may depend on at most N events in the future. A naive interpreter would implement every semi-causal operator of order N with a delay of N, its worst case. In this scheme, every expression containing a delayed operator would never be computed in real time. Moreover, this constant delay would accumulate in the case of complex expressions, in which several such operators are nested. Our interpreter does not adopt this conservative strategy, but rather optimizes the cases in which delayed operators can be computed in real time. This is based on an online evaluation strategy that allows every operator to produce values whenever possible, while other operators are blocked waiting for future events. We illustrate this opportunistic, de-synchronized strategy on the example of a user-defined operator 'flat(p,q)'. This operator flattens together all the states of p that are strictly contained in the same state of q, as shown in Figure 6 : signal 'flat(p,q)', at the top of the figure, collapses the two states of p that happen completely during the second state of q. In practice, this abstraction is useful for inferring a period of continuos activity by adding up fragments of the activity within a given slot. For instance, this operator can be used for reconstructing a shower activity out of fragmentary movements detected in the bathroom, or for reconstructing a presence in a room by putting together sparse movements in that room while no action is detected elsewhere. The operator is defined as follows: sub flat(p,q) = let d = during(p,q) in d ∨ during(¬d,q) This expression works as follows. The first term of the disjunction, 'd=during(p,q)' selects all the states of p completely contained in some state of q. The second term of the disjunction , 'during(¬d,q)', adds to these the holes between these states that are completely contained within a state of q. This has the effect of glueing together (or collapsing) all the pieces of p within q. This expression is represented in our interpreter by the abstract syntax tree in Figure 6 (left side), containing a shared node corresponding to the 'let' construct: the lower 'during' node. In the overall tree, the leaves are the signals p and q (which are here sensors, but could be more complex expressions), and other nodes are operators. In particular, the root of the tree represents the whole expression, whose top-level operator is 'or'. To compute the value of the whole expression as as signal, our interpreter computes a signal for each node, in a bottom-up fashion, as shown in Figure 6 (right side). All signals are computed online, as new events become available for p and q. More precisely, when time advances and an event becomes available for p and/or q, the signals of each node are updated, if possible, propagating values upwards in the tree. At any time t, signals are drawn up to various moments t i ≤ t. For instance, at t = 3, all signals are known up to t, i.e. in real time; at t = 5, all signals are known up to t i = 4 (except the sensors p and q, which are always known in real time); at t = 16, signals during(p,q) and its negation are known up to t 1 = t 2 = 15, whereas the other two signals are known only up to t 3 = t 4 = 13; at time t = 20, all the signals are again known up to t, that is, in real time. We may notice several things in this example. Firstly, about half of the time, the value of the top-level expression is known in real time. The only times when it is delayed is between [4, 6) and between [11, 19) . Secondly, delayed values are not necessarily computed all at once, but rather incrementally. This corresponds to closing parentheses in the middle of the dashed regions for the two top signals, when a delayed value has been computed but the signal still does not catch up real time. Thirdly, the delays of the two nested 'during' operators (each one of at most one event) are sometimes, but not always, cumulated to a delay of two events. This cumulative delay happens for the two top signals, whose values at time 13 are only computed at time 17, after two more events of p have happened. However, at time 5, their delay is of only one event, and at time 3, there is no delay at all.
By carefully handling all these delays and avoiding their cumulation when possible, our interpreter can optimize the evaluation strategy and achieve the results shown in Figure 6 , where the current value of the expression is known much of the time in real time.
VALIDATION
As shown in Section 4, our DSL natively supports the notion of state and states combinations. As shown in Section 5, the state combination operators, including semi-causal operators, are computed online on the stream of sensor events, leading to the notion of online state processing promoted by the language and implemented by the interpreter. Finally, the DSL supports two kinds of software reuse, that have been described in pervasive computing applications [9] , where sensors are shared between several applications performing similar processing steps. In such systems, code reuse has been defined as instantiating common processing code multiple times, while instance reuse has been defined as using already instantiated processing modules. Our DSL supports code reuse with the user-defined operators, by means of the 'def' construct; these user abstractions can be instantiated multiple times with distinct arguments and/or parameters. The DSL also supports instance reuse by means of the 'let' construct, translating to shared nodes in the abstract tree, which allow the interpreter to share, instead of duplicate, computations in a complex expression (as illustrated in Figure 6 ).
Thus, our DSL satisfies the set of basic requirements put forward in the introduction: states, their combination, online computation, and reuse. The rest of this section validates the DSL and its implementation with respect to the further challenges described in the introduction, namely: expressiveness, efficiency, and efffectiveness.
Expressiveness
The expressiveness challenge stipulates that the DSL should not overly restrict the programs that can be coded in the language. In other terms, the DSL should cover a significant set of representative services in the target domain. This property of a DSL has been also called completeness [32] .
To validate the expressiveness of our language, we have rewritten in it the context detection logic of all the 53 AAL services currently deployed on the HomeAssist platform. More precisely, the context detection logic of each AAL service was coded as an expression in our DSL, which signals the occurrences of the target situation by an up front or a down front, depending on the service. For space reasons, we cannot list them entirely, but a representative subset is given in Table 1 . All the services left out are simple variations of the 13 services listed here. For instance, the Presence dependency service has to check correlation between any contact sensor or smart plug and the motion sensors covering their location. The example in the table has thus to be instantiated for other pairs of sensors. Other kinds of variations are due to the diversity of user routines, involving different delays, different appliances for preparing meals, or different rooms for performing daily activities.
As can be seen, all the AAL existing services can be written in our language as very concise formulas. This is partly due to the reuse of previously defined abstractions such as 'sustain', 'up/dn', and 'either/either_up/either_dn'. Moreover, these formulas are rather easy to explain. For instance, the wakeup routine is detected by extending every presence in the bedroom by 10 more minutes, and checking whether these states contain apparitions in the kitchen. This way, the presence in the kitchen is within 10 minutes from the presence in the bedroom, which corresponds to the specification. The use of 'occurred' in this service, as in many other services in the table, ensures that wakeup is signalled at most once per slot, and hence, at most once per day. Indeed, if the person repeatedly walks from the bedroom to the kitchen during this slot, the 'occurred' will go 1 the first time, and stay 1 until the end of the slot.
For verifying that these formulas give the correct results, we executed them on logs accumulated from the real home deployments during one year, and we verified that they give the same results as the original services, on one of these logs.
Note that all our versions executing on the logs can be executed online by feeding them through a pipe with the stream of events coming from a real home, rather than from an accumulated log. Thus, they could timely detect all the contexts used by the AAL services. However, these versions do not contain the action part of the deployed Java services, that notify the users and interact with them. Closing the loop back to the users by adding the action parts is beyond the scope of this paper, and will be studied in future work.
Once the results were validated, we could also compare the efficiency of our interpreter with that of an alternative CEP implementation of these AAL services, as described in the next section. 
Implementation Efficiency
The implementation efficiency challenge stipulates that the high-level domain abstractions offered by the DSL should not impose excessive resource consumption, potentially limiting practical applicability. Thus, resource consumption sobriety may unlock the way to using the approach in various pervasive and ubiquitous environments, some of which are severely constrained in terms of CPU power and/or memory capacity. Also, in the IoT context, lightweight solutions enable the transition from cloud computing to edge computing, for saving bandwidth and improving response time, among others [37] . For all these reasons, it is important to show that our prototype implementation competes well with respect to other established approaches, both in terms of CPU load and memory footprint.
To demonstrate that our implementation is usable in practice, we compared its efficiency with that of an existing alternative approach. We chose the CEP paradigm as a baseline because it is an established paradigm for building pervasive and IoT applications that seems the closer to our approach. In particular, it also uses a DSL for expressing context detection, it is evaluated online on streaming data, and it contains domain-specific optimizations for efficient execution. We chose Esper [18] as the particular CEP engine because it is a well-known, open source, commercial quality implementation of the CEP paradigm, both used in the industry and referred in many research papers. Thus, we also implemented the 53 AAL services described above in the Esper CEP language. We compared the efficiency of our prototype interpreter and Esper on the set of AAL services according to two indicators: total processing time and memory consumption. The benchmarks were executed on real logs of one year long coming from three representative homes, called here H1, H2, and H3. The number of events in these logs heavily depends on the home configuration and user habits, and thus vary from 168,550 events (in H1), going thru 968,092 events (in H2), to 2,416,513 events (in H3). All the benchmarks were executed on a PC equipped with an Intel Core i5-3320MHz and 8Go of RAM, running the Linux kernel 4.15, Perl 5.26.1, and Esper 5.5. For a fair comparison, as our interpreter does not parallelize execution, all the Esper measurements were performed by forcing execution on a single core. Results are depicted in Figure 7 .
When AAL services are executed online, processing goes on sporadically, triggered by incoming events. It is difficult to compare the performance indicators on every event. Moreover, as explained previously, our efficiency comparison aims at measuring the overall resource consumption of our approach, abstracting out from runtime execution dynamics. Thus, what we are interested in is the total CPU time spent, and the maximum memory used, for processing events over a representative period of time. This is why we rather executed the AAL services in batch mode, that is, on logs accumulated during one year. The services were executed by submitting all the events from the log with no delay. Consequently, the Esper rules using timeouts (i.e. the 'timer' and 'within' constructs) were slightly modified for batch mode to compute delays between events based on their timestamps. As far as our DSL is concerned, no such modification of the services were necessary, as our temporal operators already compute delays based on the timestamps of events. In turn, our interpreter is currently designed to evaluate a single expression. Thus, we evaluated a disjunction of all the expressionss (using the 'or' boolean operator). As already explained in relation to Figure 6 , the interpreter computes the signal of each subexpression. Thus, the signal of each service is the one computed for each child of this top-level disjunction.
The batch times indicated in Figure 7 (top) correspond to the total time for processing all the events in the corresponding log. The memory consumptions indicated in Figure 7 (bottom) correspond to the maximum memory size consumed during the processing of the whole corresponding log. Obviously, resource consumption (CPU time and memory) for processing incoming events depends on the number of services applied to them. To test the scalability of our implementation when the number of services increases, we divided our set of 53 services in 4 roughly equivalent subsets, including more and more variations of the 13 base services defined in Table 1 . Thus, we measured resource consumption when including 13, 26, 39, and the full set of 53 services.
As can be observed, our interpreter is always faster then Esper, on average 3.7 times faster on these cases. It also consumes much less memory, on average 25 times less. Both processing time and memory consumption tend to increase according to linear patterns with the number of the applied services. These results can be considered as very encouraging, as our prototype interpreter is compared to an established, commercial quality CEP engine. The savings in both CPU load and memory usage suggest that processing could be migrated from the cloud into each home (e.g., on the Vera or Internet boxes).
Note that these improvements may come either from differences between the languages or approaches (our DSL vs. Esper) or from the underlying implementation platform (Perl vs. Java). Thus, we do not conclude that our DSL is intrinsically lighter than Esper. However, the source of the savings is unimportant from a practical point of view. The figures only demonstrate that our DSL can be implemented with better resource consumption than a widely used existing tool, and thus is applicable to less powerful computing devices.
Conciseness
The conciseness challenge concerns the effort required from developers to solve problems in the target domain. The number of lines of code for solving a domain problem is commonly used for roughly estimating the programming effort from the user, when comparing a DSL with a GPL (e.g., [26] ) or between different DSLs (e.g., [28] ). Validating our DSL along this axis may be done by comparing it with an established approach. In principle, the IFTTT and the CEP approached could be relevant as a baseline, because they are DSLs aimed at simplifying the development of context detection components, albeit based on events rather than states. They both aim to encode context detectors in a way much more concise than in a GPL.
However, IFTTT falls short as a baseline because it only allows to express single-trigger rules, based on a single event. Only rules "Commfailure warning" and "Battery alert" can be expressed this way. For instance, rule "Commfailure alert" is not expressible because it involves a sensor state and a temporal constraint, which can only be encoded by a start event, an end event, and a delay in between. This is why we considered again the CEP approach as the baseline. Table 2 gives the number of effective lines of code (excluding comments, blank lines, and parentheses) for expressing the 13 AAL main services, in our DSL, and in Esper. As can be seen, the DSL form is on average 4 times more concise than the Esper form. However, this average hides some non-linear variations. Thus, very simple services such as ''Commfailure warning" or "Battery alert", consisting in testing a single sensor, are expressed as easily in both DSLs. Mid-complexity services testing one sensor with one time constraint, such as "Long inactivity", are moderately more verbose in Esper because the notion of state has to be encoded as a sequence of related start and end events, cumulated with an explicit timer event:
select Absence from pattern [ every Absence=Event(location='Bedroom', type='Presence', status='false') -> timer:interval(24hours) and not ( Event(location='Bedroom', type='Presence', status='true') ) ]
Note that '->' is read 'followed-by', and 'and not' is used for expressing 'before'. On the other extreme, services testing a combination of several sensors and cumulating temporal or time ordering constraints, such as "Door alert" or "Breakfast", show a much higher code size ratio, ranging between 6 and 14. In these cases, the Esper form has to explicitly list all the various event patterns that may lead to a given situation. For instance, in "Breakfast", either the cupboard is open during the breakfast slot, to extract a cup from it, or the cupboard was already open before the breakfast slot starts, which allows to extract the cup without signalling a cupboard open event.
select Slot, Open, Coffee from pattern [ ( every Slot=Event(type='Calendar', status!='end') -> Open=Event(type='Cupboard', status='open') and Coffee=Event(type='CoffeeMaker', status='on') and not ( Event(type='Calendar', status='end') ) ) or ( every Open=Event(type='Cupboard', status='open') -> Slot=Event(type='Calendar', status!='end') and not ( Event(type='Cupboard', status='close') ) -> Coffee=Event(type='CoffeeMaker', status='on') and not ( Event(type='Calendar', status='end') ) ) ]
In the DSL form, the two cases are unified by the 'occurred(Cupboard, slot)' operator, compactly requiring that the cupboard appears as open at some moment during the slot. Another reason for which the DSL form is shorter is the reuse of user-defined operators, as already mentioned. These examples also show that, besides being more verbose, the Esper code also is lower level, manipulating sequences of events and explicit timers, instead of states and temporal operators. Both the quantitative comparison, concerning code size, and the qualitative comparison, concerning the discourse level, suggest that our DSL is easier to use than Esper for this set of real AAL problems.
DISCUSSION
We discuss here some limitations and possible extensions of our approach concerning non-binary sensors, and its relationship to probabilistic approaches for activity recognition.
Handling Non-binary Sensors
The core of our approach is limited to handling binary sensors, because operators are defined on the closed domain of boolean signals (not limited to causal operators). Non-boolean sensors can be handled only if they are translated as boolean signals in a pre-processing layer. Thus, we already use non-boolean sensors in the HomeAssist rules, associated to a threshold value: the smart plugs, and the battery level indicators. Thus, their value domain is quantized in two sub-domains, respectively higher and lower than the fixed threshold. It would be possible to handle non-boolean sensors in a slightly more general way, by dividing the value domain using N threshold values, and pre-processing the sensor into N boolean signals. Then, user-defined operators could be used to define specific value ranges. For instance, if a light sensor is pre-processed into boolean signals 'Light_gt_20' and 'Light_gt_200', one could define dim light as a value between 20 and 200 lux as follows:
• sub dim_light = Light_gt_20 ∧ ¬ Light_gt_200
This user-defined operator could then be correlated with other sensors such as the motion detector in the bedroom to detect for example pre-sleeping activities. Such preprocessing can allow to handle many practical situations.
A more fundamental limitation concerns the output signals, which must also be binary in our approach. For instance, adding a native operator comparing two given non-binary input signals and returning 1 when the first signal is greater than the second signal is easy to implement in our framework. On the other hand, an operator computing the average between two non-binary input signals cannot be integrated easily. In general, non-binary signals may require a wide variety of numerical operators, and defining a a relevant set of core operators would probably depend on a specific application domain. In contrast, for binary sensors it is easier to define such a core subset, guided by their common notions of state, current state, and temporal relationships on state intervals.
Relation with Probabilistic Approaches
Our approach is targeted at easily specifying complex conditions about multiple sensors. It is thus convenient for detecting situations which can be described by an explicit, deterministic, formula based on the sensor values, including past, current, and future values. This approach perfectly fits, for instance, activity verification, in which the way of performing a certain activity by a given user can be declared by such an explicit formula over a limited number of high-level markers, such as using an appliance, opening a door, etc
In contrast to that, activity recognition based on machine learning [1] addresses situations that cannot be easily described in a simple and deterministic way. In other terms, the explicit formula based on sensor values is difficult to determine a priori, or impossible/impractical to express as a combination of sensor values. Learning-based approaches use a probabilistic approach, and require a great amount of annotated data for training a recognizer. Therefore, this approach performs very well in applications over sensor infrastructure providing high-volume, low-level data, such as recognizing a physical activity based on wearable accelerometers providing fine-grained motricity data.
Our approach is not applicable in such cases. On the other hand, in cases where an explicit formula can be found, it allows to implement customized detectors with no training data. The different strengths of the two approaches could be seen as complementary. Indeed, a probabilistic recognizer of physical activities could usefully be integrated as a binary sensor in our DSL to specify higher-level activity recognition. For instance:
• sub toothbrushing<T> = occurred(ge<T>(BrushMovements), Bathroom)
CONCLUSION
We presented the concept and implementation of a domain-specific language for processing online events coming from binary sensors, validated within the domain of AAL services. The language aims at addressing some important issues of alternative approaches when applied to such binary sensors.
Firstly, our language provides a primitive notion of state, modeled as a boolean signal over time, and allows building complex conditions on several states using signal operators. Our model does not include instantaneous events, but these can be derived from states by user-defined operators that detect the beginning and end of a state.
Secondly, it innovates by introducing operators that are not always causal, but which can provide results in many cases without delay, by case-specific optimizations. This design sacrifices strict causality to provide an occasionally delayed, but retrospectively continued signal. Therefore, the standard boolean operators and, or, and not are freely applicable to any signals, with their usual semantics. In contrast, in CEP languages for instance, the And operator is a relational join, and negation can only be applied in specific combinations: for instance, checking the absence of event e between events e 1 and e 2 .
Thirdly, our language introduces first class operators for combining signals, which can be defined by the user, parameterized, and passed as arguments to other operators.
We validated the expressiveness of our language on a set of 53 real assistive services. These services were originally developed in Java and deployed in many real homes. We rewrote these services both in our language and in the Esper CEP language, and we reexecuted those services on one of the logs accumulated during one year, with the same results as the original services. Furthermore, we compared the performance of the rewritten services in our language and in Esper, and shown that a prototype implementation of our language compares well with this commercial-grade CEP implementation, both in terms of total CPU load and maximum memory consumption. This demonstrates that our approach is usable in practice. The savings in both total CPU load and memory usage also suggest that it is applicable to a larger class of computing environments, compared to CEP, towards the edge of the cloud. We also showed that our DSL allows to encode context detectors more concisely than CEP, partly due to the native domain concepts such as states, and partly due to effective code reuse.
Our approach is well suited for detecting situations that can be described as exact combinations of boolean states. Thus, the approach is intrinsically targeted to binary sensors. However, non-binary sensors can be integrated to some extent by quantizing their outputs into binary signals, using threshold values. Software sensors implemented by more complex technologies, such as statistical recognizers based on machine learning, or CEP-based modules, can also be integrated as boolean sensors, provided there is enough training data, or computing capacity respectively.
In future work, it would be useful to investigate a minimal subset of the operators to be implemented as predefined in our language, so that all the other operators be defined in a library. On the applications side, we plan to implement more services, for instance to detect 'weak signals' in AAL logs, signalling long-terms evolutions such as signs of decline due to aging. There is a real need expressed by experts in aging for such services. Such applications could advance our language to include new operators, e.g. performing statistical analyses over a signal. One challenge is to express such operators as boolean-valued, to preserve composability.
Our DSL simplifies the development of ubiquitous applications over binary sensors, by allowing programmers to specify context detection logic as concise formulas. This could be a promising base for designing an end-user development language. As a first step in this direction, we plan to evaluate the readability of formulas in our language by non-technical stakeholders in the aging domain, such as caregivers.
